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The Jennie Wade Story Jun 24 2022 A true and complete account of the only civilian
killed during the battle of Gettysburg.
The True Story of "Jennie" Wade, a Gettysburg Maid (Classic Reprint) Apr 22
2022 Excerpt from The True Story of "Jennie" Wade, a Gettysburg Maid There is
romance and tragedy in the life of this Gettysburg girl. However, the romance here
presented is the romance of truth, rather than of fiction. Unfortunately, much has been
written and spoken con cerning the character, life and death of Jennie Wade which will
not stand the searchlight of analytical examination, nor the acid tests of proof. About
the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a

blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the
vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
A Mother's Sacrifice Dec 06 2020 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking story and
keep the reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine Cookson
then this one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly woven and
character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart' Peterborough
Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book will keep you
guessing' MNR Journal In the grand tradition of Josephine Cox, Dilly Court and Rosie
Goodwin, comes a powerfully heartrending new saga from Jennie Felton, 'one of the
nation's favourite saga writers' (Lancashire Post). A Mother's Sacrifice is a story of
family secrets, romance, and triumph in adversity.
................................................................................ Will she be able to save her
children? Martha Packer is much loved by everyone in the village of Hillsbridge. As
the landlady of The Three Feathers, she runs a respectable establishment and is known
for her generosity and care for her family and others around her - she even took in two
orphan girls to save them from a life of cruelty in the workhouse. So when Martha
announces that she has killed her son, Garth, the community is shocked. Garth was

undoubtedly a bad seed, but they knew how much Martha adored her first-born. What
could have driven her to such extreme actions? Martha refuses to give a reason, but her
other children cannot believe their mother is capable of murder. They begin to believe
that she is protecting someone - maybe even one of them...
................................................................................ For more heartwrenching,
heartwarming saga, look out for The Stolen Child, out now! And don't miss Jennie's
Families of Fairley Terrace series, which began with Maggie's story in All The Dark
Secrets and continued with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in The
Girl Below Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The
Sister's Secret.
White Squaw Sep 27 2022 THE TRUE STORY OF JENNIE WILEY—WHITE
SQUAW Thomas and Jennie Wiley lived on Walker’s Creek in Bland County,
Virginia. In 1789 a small band of Indians attacked the Wiley cabin and killed Jennie’s
three older children and her brother. Jennie was taken captive along with her baby son.
Quickly the Indians and their captives moved westward into what is now Kentucky.
Jennie’s only hope for herself and her child was to keep pace with her captors. The
Indians moved northwest into the Big Sandy Valley of Kentucky. Unable to cross the
flooded Ohio River, they retreated to a series of winter camps in present-day Carter,

Lawrence and Johnson (Kentucky) Counties. With only a rock bluff for shelter Jennie
spent the winter laboring as a slave. After almost a year in captivity Jennie escaped,
miraculously evading pursuit as she made her way to a small settlement at Harman’s
Station on John’s Creek where settlers helped her return to her husband. The author
Arville Wheeler was inspired to write this book because his grandmother told him the
story of Jennie Wiley when he was a child.
My Last Skirt Oct 16 2021 Jennie Hodgers dressed as a boy for the first time in order
to help support her impoverished Irish family with a shepherd’s wages. Then her
arrival in America confirmed her belief that the world offers better opportunities to
young men than to young women. So Jennie maintained her outward identity as Albert
Cashier, serving as a grocery clerk in Queens, New York; as a farmhand in Ohio; and
as a recruit in the 95th Illinois Infantry during the Civil War. Not only did she survive
three years in combat with her true identity undiscovered, she chose to continue living
as Albert for nearly all of her life. Combining careful research with vivid insight,
Lynda Durrant portrays Albert Cashier as a soldier who served his adopted country and
his comrades with loyalty and heroism, and Jennie Hodgers as a woman of a woman of
astonishing strength, courage, and adaptability—a woman sometimes at war with her
own secrets. Author’s note, bibliography.

Jennie Oct 28 2022 This is the story of a young boy called Peter, who is knocked down
by a car. To his considerable astonishment, when he recovers, he is not a young boy,
but a cat! Fortunately, he meets Jennie, a cat who had been abandoned by her family
when they moved away, who educates him in the wiles of the feline world.
Fred and Jennie Feb 08 2021
Lady Randolph Churchill Aug 26 2022
New Jennie Felton 2 Sep 03 2020 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking story and
keep the reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine Cookson
then this one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly woven and
character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart' Peterborough
Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book will keep you
guessing' MNR Journal In the grand tradition of Josephine Cox, Dilly Court and Rosie
Goodwin, comes a powerfully heartrending new saga from Jennie Felton, 'one of the
nation's favourite saga writers' (Lancashire Post). A Mother's Heartbreak is a story of
family secrets, romance, and triumph in adversity.
................................................................................ After a tragic loss, can she ever find
happiness? When her father dies, Abigail Newman is forced to leave her mother and
the vicarage she was raised in and take up the position of governess to the son of Sir

Hugh Hastings. Arriving at the grand estate of Bramley Court, Abi, who is concealing a
heartbreaking secret, finds a family haunted by a tragic loss. But Bramley Court is also
filled with secrets. Why is Sir Hugh's wife, Lady Imogen, so sure she can still hear the
cries of the little boy she lost eighteen months ago? And what is the history between
the mysterious, glamorous visitor, Constance Bingham, and complex, charismatic Sir
Hugh? As Abi weaves herself into the fabric of the house and family, she longs to help
the people she's come to care for so deeply. Will they find peace and Abi heal her own
broken heart? ................................................................................ For more
heartwrenching, heartwarming saga, look out for The Stolen Child, A Mother's
Sacrifice and The Smuggler's Girl, out now! And don't miss Jennie's Families of
Fairley Terrace series, which began with Maggie's story in All The Dark Secrets and
continued with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in The Girl Below
Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The Sister's Secret.
Jennie and the Elf Aug 14 2021 She could no longer hear the twitter of birds or rustle
of the leaves. "Is there no place where people are always happy and kind?" she thought.
Then suddenly a great darkness fell all around her, like a night without the stars and the
moon. Little Jennie is in love with the world until a tragedy throws her a grim
revelation. Drowned in misery, she rejects the world as it is and dreams of finding her

place in a faraway land of kindness. And when one wishes with a true heart, anything
could happen!
The Sister's Secret Jul 01 2020 The moving fifth book in the beloved classic series
from 'one of the nation's favourite saga author' (Lancashire Post) in the grand tradition
of Katie Flynn, Dilly Court and Josephine Cox. Jennie's heartwarming and heartrending
sagas are richly praised! 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking story and keep the
reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine Cookson then this
one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly woven and
character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart' Peterborough
Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book will keep you
guessing' MNR Journal Can she hide the truth to protect those she loves? Rowan Sykes
is overjoyed when her beloved sister Laurel takes a new job and moves back to Fairley
Terrace. Laurel is protective of her fiercely clever younger sister, who has always
struggled to fit in, yet whilst she's happy to be home, she's keeping the real reason for
her return to herself. It seems she is destined to keep repeating the mistakes of her past
when it comes to matters of the heart. Both Laurel and Rowan long for excitement and
a fresh start, and when familiar faces return to Fairley Terrace, along with an enigmatic
new resident, it looks like they might get their wish. But their harmony is about to be

shattered by a mysterious stranger who threatens to expose a long-kept secret - and is
prepared to stop at nothing to wreak revenge on the family. Don't miss Jennie's the rest
Families of Fairley Terrace series, which begins with Maggie's story in All The Dark
Secrets and continues with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in The
Girl Below Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The
Sister's Secret. Plus look out for Jennie's page-turning standalones - The Stolen Child,
A Mother's Sacrifice and The Smuggler's Girl - coming soon!
The True Story of Jennie Wade, a Gettysburg Maid Sep 15 2021 This work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact,
and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work
is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity
(individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of
a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures,
errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough

to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Jennie Gerhardt Dec 26 2019 Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We
have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books
with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps,
sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy.
Snowflake Kisses Mar 09 2021 "It’s crazy to fall in love so fast." Vee was too sensible
to believe in love at first sight. Attractive guys and great personalities were not
mutually exclusive...until she met Yangbin. Maybe it was his dimples, or his broad
shoulders, or maybe it was his self-confidence. Whatever it was, Yangbin stood out to
Vee like no one ever had. She tried to brush him off. Forget about their one meeting
and pretend she wouldn't care if she never saw him again, but when he showed up
working at the hotel where Vee was spending Christmas vacation, she couldn't help but
think fate had played a part. She still didn't want to believe in love, but life had other

plans.
If Only Sep 22 2019 Life doesn’t always go the way we hope it will. Whether it’s
singleness, childlessness or some other big disappointment, it’s hard to be content
when life lets us down. Author Jennie Pollock knows what it's like to feel discontent.
With warmth and honesty, she answers common doubts that arise when life doesn't go
the way we had hoped: Is God good? Is he enough? Is he worth it? She walks readers
through the process of taking our eyes off the things we wish we had and instead
enjoying the character of the God we do have—a God who is good, who meets all our
needs, and whose promises are worth the wait. Drawing on encouragements from the
Bible and the stories of others, this book helps readers to trust in God’s plan for their
lives and enjoy true contentment through a genuine conviction that Jesus is better than
even our most keenly-felt hopes and longings for this life.
Lasting Treasure Jul 13 2021 "Our hearts were greatly cheered when our first soul
sought salvation. This dear fellow had travelled all the way from Melbourne in search
of the gold that perishes. He failed to find this, but found instead the pearl of greatest
price!" So wrote George Lonnie of the earliest days of his work in Southern Cross,
Western Australia, in 1893. He and his companion, Captain Charles Bensley, had
walked 152 kilometres east over four solid days from the end of the railway line to that

mining settlement in hot, dry, and dusty conditions. Having built their own
accommodation and a meeting hall using saplings cut from the bush, hessian, and
discarded wooden crates, it took seven weeks of faithful teaching, preaching, and
caring for the needs of the prospectors there before that first soul sought and found the
lasting treasure of salvation. Lasting Treasure shares the story of George Lonnie and
Jennie Hammer, who made the same great discovery: lasting treasure more precious
than gold-a relationship with God through Jesus Christ. First individually, and then as a
couple, they shared their discovery by proclaiming the gospel and alleviating human
needs through Christian ministry in the Salvation Army in Australia and New Zealand.
In so doing, they experienced precious strength to face privations, illnesses,
bereavements, and disappointments-as well as exciting times of great joy. The story of
their resilience and courage is both challenging and inspiring. "What courage and
dedication the whole story is immersed with. It is a history largely lost to modern
Salvationists, and so your recording of it is so important." -Major Campbell Roberts,
New Zealand "George and Jennie Lonnie's singleness of mind and commitment to their
calling and the mission of The Salvation Army is truly inspirational." -Major Garry
Mellsop, New Zealand
Dreiser's "Jennie Gerhardt" Aug 02 2020 In 1992 the University of Pennsylvania Press

published a new edition of Theodore Dreiser's second novel, Jennie Gerhardt. The
original published text was altered significantly from the author's intentions: its sexual
energy was short-circuited, its criticisms of organized religion were blunted, its
language was smoothed and sentimentalized, and, most important, Jennie Gerhardt was
reduced to a less thoughtful, less womanly character. The restored edition brings back
the sexual charge, reinstates the social and religious criticism, and makes the language
Dreiser's again. This volume brings together 19 fresh readings, together with an
introduction, of the Pennsylvania edition by three generations of Dreiser critics. The
volume includes general assessments, analysis of main characters, treatments of the
autobiographical roots of the narrative, views of various traditions (realistic,
sentimental, ethnic) on which Dreiser drew, and investigations of historical contexts
that inform his story.
The Story of Jennie O'Neil Potter Nov 17 2021 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in

the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Gather the Daughters Feb 26 2020 'An exceptional debut' Sunday Telegraph
'Obsessed with The Handmaid's Tale? This brilliant book is the one for you' Stylist 'An
intriguing, gorgeously realised and written novel which inexorably draws you into its
dark heart' Kate Hamer On a small isolated island, there's a community that lives by its
own rules. Boys grow up knowing they will one day take charge, while girls know they
will be married and pregnant within moments of hitting womanhood. But before that
time comes, a ritual offers children an exhilarating reprieve. Every summer they are
turned out onto their doorsteps, to roam the island, sleep on the beach and build camps
in trees. To be free. At the end of one of such summer, one of the younger girls sees
something she was never supposed to see. And she returns home with a truth that could

bring their island world to its knees. 'A skilful novel full of suspense' Guardian 'It's a
richly envisioned world, the strange isolation of which Melamed is excellent at teasing
out slowly' Independent
Red Joan Nov 24 2019 Inspired by the true story of a female spy, this is “an infectious
page-turner, as crafty and nuanced and impassioned as any classic thriller” (The
National). Inspired by the true story of Melita Norwood, unmasked as the KGB’s
longest-serving British spy in 1999, at age eighty-seven, Red Joan centers on the
deeply conflicted life of a young physicist during the Second World War. Talented and
impressionable, Cambridge undergraduate Joan Stanley befriends the worldly Sonya,
whose daring history is at odds with Joan’s provincial upbringing. Joan also feels a
growing attraction toward Leo, Sonya’s mysterious and charismatic cousin. Sonya and
Leo, known communist sympathizers with ties to Russia and Germany, interpret
wartime loyalty in ways Joan can only begin to fathom. As nations throughout the
continent fall to fascism, Joan is enlisted into an urgent project that will change the
course of the war—and the world—forever. Risking both career and conscience,
leaking information to the Soviets while struggling to maintain her own semblance of
morality, Joan is caught at a crossroads in which all paths lead to the same endgame:
the deployment of the atomic bomb. Life during wartime, however, is often ambiguous,

and when—decades later—MI5 agents appear at her doorstep, Joan must reaffirm the
cost of the choices she made and face the cold truth: our deepest secrets have a way of
dragging down those we love most. The basis of the film starring Judi Dench and
Sophie Cookson, this is “a brilliant spy novel, with [a] deft, involving plot . . . Tense,
beautifully pitched, and very moving” (Marie Claire).
Jennie Lee Jan 27 2020 First published in 1997, Patricia Hollis's biography of the
pioneering Labour MP Jennie Lee (1904-1988) won both the Wolfson History Prize
and the Orwell Prize. It is the definitive study of this remarkable woman, her stormy
political career, and her marriage to Aneurin Bevan. In a new preface to this edition
Hollis adds insights into Lee's life which emerged subsequent to first publication, and
also draws on her own experience as a Labour Minister from 1997-2005. 'Lee's lives
and loves, passions and drives are beautifully and frankly explored in Patricia Hollis's
compelling book.' THES 'Superbly researched, engrossingly written, scrupulously
honest.' Gerald Kaufman, Daily Telegraph 'What makes it particularly fascinating is the
author's own first-hand knowledge of politics and of the Labour movement.' TLS 'One
of the best political biographies of recent years' Alan Watkins, New Statesman
For the Love of Jennie May 23 2022 Synopsis: The original Buster Brown icon for
Buster Brown shoes, Major Ray and his newly wed wife Jennie are the focus of a story

that is both tragic and full of beautiful love. While only 36 and 37 inches tall, the
couple journeyed down their chosen pat
The Professor's Obsession Nov 05 2020 How can one girl have so much happen when
all she is doing is going to college?Jennie, a pre-med sophomore, is selected to lead a
student mission team to work at an orphanage in Africa. Who would guess she would
find herself mixed up with terrorists, a drug cartel, the FBI? Or, on campus with her
best friend's rebellion over an abortion? Then there's the pesky professor who seems to
turn up everywhere she goes, no matter how hard she tries to get rid of him. And what
of that professor who is love-sick from the first day he sees her? Will he risk his job
trying to date a student? Out-of-Here has new meaning. . . .
I Am Jennie Jun 12 2021 A memoir from the former porn star and addict Jennie
Ketcham, whose stage name was Penny Flame.
Celebrity Superhero Jun 19 2019 When Anna Eom isn't reading fantasy novels, she's
obsessing over her favorite K-pop group, SUPER. Each boy in the group has a different
superpower, but Sungwook stands out from the crowd with his super-speed and superstrength, not to mention his super-hotness.The day that SUPER's latest music video
drops, Anna's mom does the worst thing imaginable and cuts the wi-fi to make her
clean house instead. All because some old family friends are visiting them from Korea.

Not only are the almost-strangers cutting her time short with her favorite K-pop group,
but she knows she's going to be thrown together with a boy she only remembers as a
bully.Caleb might be her age, but the last time she saw him ten years ago he stole her
precious Disney princess necklace. What's worse is Anna's mom has threatened to clear
her bookshelves if she doesn't greet the old friends at the door with a fragile vase as a
gift.Anna complies, planning on getting back to her books as soon as she can, but when
her parents open the door it's not Caleb standing on the other side, but Sungwook from
SUPER. Judging by the way he caught the vase she dropped with lighting speed, his
super-powers might not be fiction.
The Little Boy Who Loves to Dance Apr 29 2020 Jennie Garcia is a senior that loves
children and enjoy teaching them. She has ran a day care for the last twenty years. She
love to tell them stories that she makes up. They love to hear her tell them fun stories.
The children hate to leave her house when their parents come to pick them up, but she
knows how to make them understand that they will see her the next day with a short
fun story. Jennie says that the children make her young at heart, and she will continue
to have a day care for a long time. Age is only a number.
Silenced Aug 22 2019
The Miner's Daughter Mar 29 2020 The enthralling second book in the beloved

classic series from 'one of the nation's favourite saga author' (Lancashire Post) in the
grand tradition of Katie Flynn, Dilly Court and Josephine Cox. Jennie's heartwarming
and heartrending sagas are richly praised! 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking
story and keep the reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine
Cookson then this one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly
woven and character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart'
Peterborough Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book
will keep you guessing' MNR Journal When everything is lost, can a fresh start save
the Day family? When Annie Day at number four, Fairley Terrace, loses her beloved
husband in a tragic mining disaster, she cannot afford the luxury of grief. For now she
must find a way to support herself and her two young daughters, Kitty and Lucy, and
marriage to widower Algernon Pierce seems to be the answer to Annie's prayers. For a
time, all is well. But beneath her new husband's respectable veneer, lies a darkness
which deepens as the years roll by. Annie begins to fear for her daughters' futures,
particularly vibrant, headstrong Lucy, whose defiance of Algernon alters the course of
their lives for ever... *Includes bonus material from the author.* Don't miss Jennie's the
rest Families of Fairley Terrace series, which begins with Maggie's story in All The
Dark Secrets and continues with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in

The Girl Below Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The
Sister's Secret. Plus look out for Jennie's page-turning standalones - The Stolen Child,
A Mother's Sacrifice and The Smuggler's Girl - coming soon!
The True Story of Jennie Wade, a Gettysburg Maid Jan 19 2022 This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough
to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a
format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-toread typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Widow's Promise Oct 24 2019 The captivating fourth book in the beloved classic
series from 'one of the nation's favourite saga author' (Lancashire Post) in the grand
tradition of Katie Flynn, Dilly Court and Josephine Cox. Jennie's heartwarming and
heartrending sagas are richly praised! 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking story

and keep the reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine
Cookson then this one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly
woven and character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart'
Peterborough Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book
will keep you guessing' MNR Journal She'd do anything to keep her children safe...
Carina Talbot's life is shattered when her beloved husband Robert is found dead in
mysterious circumstances. Suddenly she must take on sole responsibility for their two
young children and find a way to continue running the farm which was Robert's pride
and joy - not to mention prevent Sally, her beautiful and headstrong sister-in-law, from
making choices that will affect them all. Help comes in the form of two new men in her
life: local landowner Lord Cal Melbrook, a scarred war hero whose surly temperament
seemingly masks a generous heart, and a mysterious stranger who claims to have been
friends with Robert and offers a much-needed hand on the farm. But can Carina truly
trust the motives of either man? And, as a woman alone, can she keep her vow to
protect her children from further tragedy? 'With a strong heroine like Carina Talbot,
you can't go wrong with this absorbing novel... I'd never read any of Jennie Felton's
novels before but really liked the way she brings a sense of time and place and
introduces us to totally believable characters' GoodReads reviewer Don't miss Jennie's

the rest Families of Fairley Terrace series, which begins with Maggie's story in All The
Dark Secrets and continues with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in
The Girl Below Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The
Sister's Secret. Plus look out for Jennie's page-turning standalones - The Stolen Child,
A Mother's Sacrifice and The Smuggler's Girl - coming soon!
Jennie Oct 04 2020 On a research trip to West Africa, Dr. Hugo Archibald of the
Boston Museum of Natural History encounters an orphaned baby chimpanzee.
Archibald decides to bring the ape, whom he names Jennie, back to Boston and raise
her alongside his own two young children as a kind of scientific experiment. Jennie
captures the hearts of everyone she encounters. She believes herself to be a human
being. She does almost everything a human child can, from riding a tricycle to fighting
over the television with her siblings to communicating in American Sign Language.
Told from shifting points of view of those closest to Jennie, this heartwarming and
bittersweet novel forces us to take a closer look at the species that shares 98 percent of
our DNA and ask ourselves the question: What does it really mean to be human?
Douglas Preston's Jennie, based on the real story of the chimpanzee who inspired
Curious George, is the celebrated novel that was made into the award-winning Disney
television film The Jennie Project. It was translated into many languages and became a

worldwide bestseller. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Miss Prudence Jan 07 2021
Portrait of Jennie Feb 20 2022 This is the story of Eben Adams, a poor artist who
meets young Jennie in the park, and of the profound effect their loving relationship has
on his life.
The Story Of Jennie O'neil Potter Dec 18 2021 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization
as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true
to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in
the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within
the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks,
etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your

support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
A Mother's Joy: A Short Story Collection In Celebration Of Motherhood Jul 21
2019 Four of our most-loved saga authors invite you to join them on a journey through
motherhood in this collection of heart-warming short stories. Daisy's Day by Anne
Baker It's 1920s Liverpool and Daisy must do everything she can to protect her
children from poverty and disease. A mother's love is limitless... The First Strawberry
by Pam Evans Bombs are falling over London and times are hard for Rose and her
family. That is until six-year-old Sydney and a little miracle restore all hope... The
Birthday Surprise by Jennie Felton Somerset, 1898. Can two daughters ease their
mother's sorrows and bring her a birthday full of joy? How Memories Are Made by
Lynda Page Ginnie Owens is facing a devastating decision. But she's about to discover
that just when all seems lost a mother's dreams can finally come true.
The Story of Jennie O'Neil Potter (1901) Mar 21 2022 This scarce antiquarian book is a
facsimile reprint of the original. Due to its age, it may contain imperfections such as
marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages. Because we believe this work is
culturally important, we have made it available as part of our commitment for
protecting, preserving, and promoting the world's literature in affordable, high quality,

modern editions that are true to the original work.
A Mother's Heartbreak May 31 2020 'Jennie Felton knows how to tell a cracking
story and keep the reader gripped... if you enjoy reading books in the style of Catherine
Cookson then this one is for you' Books With Wine and Chocolate 'Another superbly
woven and character-rich story from a saga author who writes from the heart'
Peterborough Telegraph 'Packed full of Jennie's signature strong heroines, this book
will keep you guessing' MNR Journal In the grand tradition of Josephine Cox, Dilly
Court and Rosie Goodwin, comes a powerfully heartrending new saga from Jennie
Felton, 'one of the nation's favourite saga writers' (Lancashire Post). A Mother's
Heartbreak is a story of family secrets, romance, and triumph in adversity.
................................................................................ After a tragic loss, can she ever find
happiness? When her father dies, Abigail Newman is forced to leave her mother and
the vicarage she was raised in and take up the position of governess to the son of Sir
Hugh Hastings. Arriving at the grand estate of Bramley Court, Abi, who is concealing a
heartbreaking secret, finds a family haunted by a tragic loss. But Bramley Court is also
filled with secrets. Why is Sir Hugh's wife, Lady Imogen, so sure she can still hear the
cries of the little boy she lost eighteen months ago? And what is the history between
the mysterious, glamorous visitor, Constance Bingham, and complex, charismatic Sir

Hugh? As Abi weaves herself into the fabric of the house and family, she longs to help
the people she's come to care for so deeply. Will they find peace and Abi heal her own
broken heart? ................................................................................ For more
heartwrenching, heartwarming saga, look out for The Stolen Child, A Mother's
Sacrifice and The Smuggler's Girl, out now! And don't miss Jennie's Families of
Fairley Terrace series, which began with Maggie's story in All The Dark Secrets and
continued with Lucy's story in The Miner's Daughter, Edie's story in The Girl Below
Stairs, Carina's story in The Widow's Promise and Laurel's story in The Sister's Secret.
Jennie's Hat Apr 10 2021 Jennie's favorite aunt is sending her a new hat, and Jennie is
sure it will be beautiful. But when the box arrives, the hat inside is very plain. She had
imagined a wonderful hat with big colorful flowers and even tries to make her own hat
from a straw basket! Jennie is almost ready to give up on her dream when she receives
a fanciful surprise from some very special friends. Ezra Jack Keats's timelessly
charming illustrations will leave readers wishing for a dream hat of their own.
Jennie's Story; & Under the Skin Jul 25 2022 Winner of the 1983 Chalmers
Canadian Play Award,
Hans Andersen's Stories May 11 2021
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